Proposal for Change

Collective consultation minimum 90 days unless otherwise agreed
(Individual Consultation also commences)

Faculty PVC/Registrar agree proposal for change.
Review Group established

WEEK 1-3
Trade Unions provided with relevant information
requirements and begin consultation

WEEK 4-5

1. Review Announced

2. Restructuring Begins
- Old organisation chart
- New proposed organisation chart
- Old and new job summaries
- Business Case
- Ring-fence/pools agreed

TU’s given prior warning of review via JUCC

Collective Consultation Begins
First consultation with Trade Unions. Full set of supporting
documentation to be supplied in advance.
(expected 90 days from first meeting to end of “At Risk Phase”. 90
days can be extended or reduced by mutual agreement).
Letter/collective consultation meeting with affected employees.

Meetings held with affected staff

WEEK 6-7
Feedback received and any changes confirmed to
restructuring plans
If appropriate, Strategic/Governing Body
asked to agree proposal for change
(timescale may be changed depending on
scheduled dates of meetings of Governing body)

WEEK 8-9
Posts matched/Suitable Alternative Employment (SAE)/Selection
criteria agreed and posts advertised for ringfencing/voluntary
redundancy

WEEK 10-13

3. “At Risk” Phase
“At Risk” minimum 30 days/
extended period on redeployment
database may begin
- Departmental Ring-Fence
- Job Matching (same grade)
- Post Selection (any grade)
- Individual can be placed on
Redeployment Register without
Prejudice to redundancy package
at this stage, if a longer period
agreed during collective
consultation.

Ringfenced post selection complete and appointments made.
Meetings confirmed with staff not appointed

WEEK 14-26
Notice period/Register remaining staff on University
Redeployment database for a minimum period of
3 months/trial period

WEEK 26
Organisational Change process completed

4. Notice Phase
Redeployment (University wide)
minimum 3 months on
redeployment register.
Notice of Redundancy can be issued.

Further Collective Consultation
meeting with representatives
(additional meetings may be arranged during period)
Voluntary redundancy options (where applicable as agreed in
consultation) Confirmation to individuals whose existing jobs are not
affected or which match into new structure
Individuals placed ‘At Risk’ - Individual consultation meetings
“At Risk Phase” can run concurrently within the collective consultation
period. The timing of “At Risk Phase” will form part of the collective
consultation and will be subject to mutual agreement.
The normal expectation is that “At Risk Phase” will consist
of 2 weeks expression of interest, 2 weeks to carry out
post-selection process, plus 1 week for
communicating outcomes and feedback.

Consultation Complete
- Original post Redundant and
- Staff redeployed or
- Staff unsuccessful in finding redeployment or
- Staff leaves University with or without a compulsory
or voluntary redundancy package (depending upon
eligibility criteria) or resignation tendered
- Deal with any appeals against redundancy

Maximum time on Redeployment Register 6 months with a minimum of 3 months (if agreed during collective consultation) running alongside “at risk” and “notice periods”.
A minimum of 3 months runs concurrently with “notice period”.

This timeline is for illustrative purposes - actual timelines will depend on the context and the arrangements agreed during consultation.

